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Got something large and heavy that you need to ship somewhere?  Did the Post Office guy laugh
out loud when you asked him about mailing it?  What are you supposed to do?  Who are you
supposed to get? Freight Guru Company has expanded their Heavy Freight Shipping services to
help cover the increasing demand to move large shipments. Heavy Freight Shipping serves the
needs of customers looking to ship specialized loads that are large in dimensions, heavy in weight,
or both. The most common types of heavy freight shipments are construction equipment like
excavators or dump trucks but isn't limited to just those. We offer full shipping services for
commercial and industrial companies and can help to ensure your cargo arrives to its destination
safely and in a timely fashion.

Qualities of a Good Shipping Company

Manufacturers and shippers, have only two goals, the goods have to arrive at their destination in the
same condition they left the manufacturer, and they have to arrive on time. An over 90% safe and
on-time delivery record will almost guarantee the carrier more business, as well as a large number
of repeat customers. Cost and insurance coverage are other factors that should be addressed first
in any negotiation. It takes a certain type of organization to handle oversized and heavy freight
shipments. FreightGuru has the experience and knowledge of specialized Heavy freight shipping
needed for your oversized shipment. We handle mining processing plants, water and wastewater
treatment plants, aluminum can lines, cooling towers as well as various other manufactured cargoes
and heavy equipment operations throughout the world.

Freight Guru Can Handle Almost Anything You Need To Ship!

With only a very few exceptions â€“ lions, tigers, bears, redwood trees, for example - Freight Guru can
handle almost anything you need to ship. Big loads, medium loads, small loads, single large and
heavy items, if you have something that needs to be shipped, we can do that for you.  No freight too
large, no freight too heavy, no freight too small, either.  What heavy freight shipping services
immediately, Freight Guru will do it!

Freight Guru is one of the leading specialists in international heavy freight shipping.  Whether you
are shipping a bulldozer, an excavator or a crane, our experienced crew knows exactly what is
required to transport your heavy equipment in the safest and most economical shipping
configuration. We pride ourselves on understanding the language of the heavy machinery industry
and we pride ourselves on our efficiency and capabilities when moving your valuable heavy
machinery and other challenging cargoes, internationally.

If your shipment has large dimensions or weighs over 2,000 pounds, we have the solutions to get it
where it needs to go. Our carriers are equipped with heavy haul trucking abilities, including heavy lift
cargo, heavy freight and overweight shipping. Simply choose from one of our competitive Heavy
freight shipping  quotes and enjoy the various benefits provided by Freight Guru.
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Smith Johnson - About Author:
Smith Johnson is associated with reputed FreightGuru and a Heavy Freight Shipping, known for
offering significant Freight information on General Freight Trucking and freight transportation.a 
www.freightguru.com
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